
Don’t always believe the numbers 
… Let’s be a little realistic, here!

Chinese data released yesterday showed 
that YTD industrial production jumped 
+35.1%, retail sales grew at +33.8%, 
and fixed asset investment increased 
to +35.0% — but, wait a minute — these 
numbers are year-on-year against 12 
months ago, just when China plunged  
into the COVID-19 pandemic! 

As the Chinese data is calculated on 
a 2 month comparison over Chinese 
New Year, rather than month on month, 
looking at a comparison with December 
2020, industrial production was up 
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+1.4%, retail sales fell -0.8%, and fixed 
asset investment increased +5.0% from 
November to December 2020. Quite 
simply, as a Chinese state official said, 

“China’s economy has the conditions for 
continued recovery (although) the economic 
recovery is not yet solid. The economy is still 
in its recovery process.”

China home price data for February saw 
new home prices increase +0.5% on the 
month (what … monthly?) and +4.3% on 
the year. This was ahead of forecasts 
at 0.3% and 3.9%. With house prices 
picking up from the first month of the 
year, (sound familiar?), there is plenty of 
onshore market chatter about a dialling 
back of Chinese stimulus. 

Aluminium surged to USD2,227 per 
tonne for the first time since June 2018, 
on the back of production and supply 
disruptions as demand continues to 
recover with an 8.4% annual increase 
in Chinese aluminium production in the 
first two months of the year.

In the US, the NY empire state manu-
facturing index jumped to 17.4 in 
March from 12.1 in February, beating 
market forecasts of 14.5. The reading 
pointed to the strongest growth in 
business activity in New York since  
2018.

ECB member, Martins Kazaks (governor 
of Latvia’s central bank), announced “if 
the economy performs better, it could be 
possible to provide less support, the rise in 
yields will need to be accepted. But it should 

be gradual to avoid premature tightening.” 

Interestingly, the ECB PEPP purchases 

were a total of EUR14.00 billion, versus 

EUR11.89 billion, last week.

RBA Governor, Philip Lowe, stated “as 
a nation, we have responded very well to 
the pandemic (although) we still have a 
long way to go. While we are expecting 
further progress to be made towards full 
employment and the inflation target, it is 
going to take some time before we reach 
our goals. One piece of the recovery that is 
yet to click into gear is business investment. 
The RBA will maintain that support until we 
have achieved our goals for full employment 
and inflation.”

NZ services PMI for February printed at 

49.1, its fourth month in a contractionary 

mode under 50.

It was a quiet start to the week with 

equities broadly flat and bond yields 

consolidating, while the NZD/USD and 

AUD/USD held on to yesterday’s gains to 

be at 0.7200 and 0.7755 respectively.  

You’ve always got to ‘pay the 
piper!’
US President, Joe Biden, is planning the 

first federal tax hike since 1993 to pay 

for the USD3 trillion long-term economic 

program designed as a follow up to his 

pandemic relief bill, that could include an 

increase in both the corporate tax rate 

and personal rate for high earners.
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